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Introduction

- Micrometeors
  - $10^{-5} - 10^{-4}$ m$^2$
- Sporadic
- Detected at 90-140 km
- <Microsecond Duration
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Meteor Processor

- NASA Meteor Project
  - Millstone Hill Collaboration
  - A. Coster, S. Close
- Meteor Processor Program
  - D. Durand
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Threshold Results

Best Results: 2.00 – 3.25
Manually Changed
Gate Index = 15

239 Meteors Logged
68 Visibly Detectable
30 Manually Tagged
Conclusions

Why Double/Single Streak Phenomenon?

Why is There Such a Difference in the Log vs. Plots

Would Different Thresholding Give Better Results?

Statistics:

- Peak Range Rate: 50 – 60 km/sec
- Peak Mean Altitude: 106-108 km
- Duration: 50-100 milliseconds
- Peak Correlation Coefficient: -1

Questions:

- Why Double/Single Streak Phenomenon?
- Why is There Such a Difference in the Log vs. Plots
- Would Different Thresholding Give Better Results?
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